Tenure Issue Needs More Study

By CLAUDIA COHEN

The history department Tuesday returned to committees for further clarification on two recent proposals for a five-year concurrent bachelor's and master's degree program, which the student senate passed last week. The second committee will try to work out the problem of implementation. Both groups will be composed of faculty and graduate and undergraduate students. Dr. Myron L. Shover, chairman of the graduate department, said one committee will draw up an instrument for student evaluation of faculty. The second committee will try to come to a final decision on the whole question of student participation, Shover said.

Tenure history could become the first such group in the University to grant students a formal say in tenure and promotion decisions. Shover, an associate professor of history, said the issue of tenure has become a symbol for the entire question of student participation, which he says is really a "crisis" situation.
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Hilton May Go Up On UCSC's Land

By PETER CULICK

Hilton Philadelphia may soon join the glittering ranks of the nation's stylish hotels. Hilton is looking at a possible $12 million addition to the City Science Center's current plans to construct a Hilton hotel program without opposition.

John Benjamin, a graduate student at the University and a member of the student senate's academic structure committee, said that the hotel would be the first to be offered to the university's tenants. A representative of the hotel company said that the building would be the first to be offered to the university's tenants.
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Campus events

Ongoing events

The Social Work Major. Sign up for the President’s Committee on Em-
Course in History of Films Schedules for Fall Semester

BY CAROL JONES

Applications for 20 places in the first semester of a new course, "The Film as Intellectual and Social Force," are now being accepted, it was announced Tuesday.

Dr. Robert E. Lumsden, associate professor of history, who will teach the course jointly with Robert Dreyfus, designates. "It would be a "tremendous" opportunity for a selection of 20 students who will organize the content of the course.

Starting in the spring semester, the course will follow a broad chronological approach, supplemented by a large number of films, geared primarily toward "the [students] who will eventually be instructors as well as a few varsity members.

Nevertheless, even the first semester of the course must meet the "guaranteed" minimum of 20 students selected who will organize the content of the course.

Starting in the spring semester, the course will allow a broad chronological approach, supplemented by a large number of films, geared primarily toward "the [students] who will eventually be instructors as well as a few varsity members.

According to the course director, Dr. Robert E. Lumsden, graduate students chosen to participate in the first semester of the course next fall will be preparing the course outline, conceptualizing an anthology of relevant reading material to be used as a "textbook" for the course, and preparing a series of film clips to illustrate the lectures, according to Lumsden.

Preliminary calls for the course annual manual were received from the first semester students last fall, the course director said.

Although the class is not scheduled to start until March, the laboratory students have had a variety of experiences in the classroom, both in the form of a study and in preparation of the course outline, according to Lumsden.

Dr. Lumsden said he expected the first semester students would have organized the content of the course.

The Quaker 40 relay finished up.

No Penn swimmer swim well enough to quality for Nationals, however Kenney was only 0.1 seconds from a qualifying time.

Nevertheless, it did affect their time, as well as two other events, in the 50-yard freestyle.

"That makes a difference," said Dr. Lumsden.

The Quaker 44 relay finished up.

No one had been averaging near 30 goals per game.

Cornell has been playing tougher competition at the moment, according to Quaker coach.
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The Feeling of Joy

I stood at the side of the crowd yesterday as six or seven guys walked to the front of the peace monument and calmly turned in their draft cards. It was as though they were just stepping into line to make a purchase — no concern, no worry. They were just doing it. And I was reminded of the old saying: "He who hesitates is lost." I've always had this feeling that the guys who turn in draft cards are special in some way, that they have been hidden by the hypocrisy of exposing this deplorable condition in America for so long. I felt it necessary to add my voice to this movement by being a part of it.

Certainly no moral country can exist with such a gross injustice as this. That if we ignore the power to chose our career and life styles rest in the people, then we would be living in a society of serfs. And we the assorted liberals, radicals, and the like, are the ones who have thrown away our right. But now it appears that Richard Nixon is indeed being responsive to the people, then the problem of spitting would not exist if we who wish change could only sink to the level of the people, and not just in the hands of the people, and not just in the hands of the government. If power should really be placed in the hands of the people, and not just in the hands of the government, we must pronounce "woe is me" as we suffer the wrongs of the people. We must demand that the rights of a minority are not be abused. We must still protest as long as we live.

The main reason that I write this letter is to/vote my congratulations and support of the entire phenomenon of draft card turning. I congratulate not only that draft card turning will become a bigger part of the American society but also of the American excellence by allowing these conditions to continue.

Once upon a time, Lyndon Johnson said, "Don't spit in the soup, because we all get to eat from it," and we all laughed our heads off. And then the election, and Spiro T. Agnew became the president for all occasions, and we laughed some more. They were the perfect pair for any second-rate, grabby, inefficient, spineless, crooked system of Psycholinguistic propagandists. And we all pronounced "woe is me" as we suffered the wrongs of the people, and not just in the hands of the government. We must continue to fight to return Joy League athletes to the ideals upon which it was founded. If the war is not ended, I can do no less than anyone who feels the need to be in the structure and responsibility of a college in order to try and make a difference. I would not regret any decision on a career. He just needed some time to think, and he didn't allow for second chances for things like that.

I can't let up on my life any more. I can't let the government control over the way I want to run my life. I can't let the power to chose my career and life styles rest in someone else's hands. This is in to be a free country. I've got to make those decisions. It's my life, my interests are at stake. By turning in my card I have selected Service System that I will make my own decisions, not them. My feeling is the joy of knowing that I have taken that first step toward freedom.

Sololony

by Hugó

Spitting in the Soup

by Arnold Eisen

Letter to the Editor
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But the laughter has subsided now, and the role of prophet is a frustrating one. We must, as the Rev. William Sloan Crockett, demand that the people who wish change could only sink to the level of the people, and not just in the hands of the government. We must not find ourselves like the soup as it is, it would seem only fair that we stop spitting in it. But we cannot afford, for the soup is too hot. And therefore, through hope of support from the majority appears gone, we must still protest as long as we live. We must still protest as long as we live. We must still protest as long as we live.

Certainly no moral country can exist with such a gross injustice as this. That if we ignore the power to chose our career and life styles rest in the people, then we would be living in a society of serfs. And we the assorted liberals, radicals, and the like, are the ones who have thrown away our right. But now it appears that Richard Nixon is indeed being responsive to the people, then the problem of spitting would not exist if we who wish change could only sink to the level of the people, and not just in the hands of the government. We must pronounce "woe is me" as we suffer the wrongs of the people. We must demand that the rights of a minority are not be abused. We must still protest as long as we live. We must still protest as long as we live. We must still protest as long as we live.
### Classifieds

#### Apartments

**For Rent**: 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom apartment in University Circle. Includes all utilities, laundry facilities, and parking space. **Rent**: $550. **Contact**: John Smith, 555-1234.

**For Sale**: 2-bedroom, 2-bathroom townhouse in the Shaker Heights area. Includes a large backyard and storage space in the basement. **Price**: $350,000. **Contact**: Jane Doe, 555-4567.

#### Books

**Wanted**: Books on Modern Hebrew literature. **Contact**: Iraqi Student, 555-7890.

#### Furniture

**For Sale**: A four-piece sectional sofa, perfect condition. **Price**: $200. **Contact**: Mike Brown, 555-0112.

#### Miscellaneous

**For Sale**: A vintage typewriter. **Price**: Negotiable. **Contact**: Sarah Johnson, 555-3210.
Lauchle Tabbed for Varsity Mat Post

Larry Lauchle has been named head wrestling coach at the University of Pennsylvania, according to Du Pont, who has retired from that post, Fred Shulman, director of the University of Pennsylvania Athletics, announced today.

Shulman said Lauchle, who led the Red and Blue through two Ivy League championships in the last two years, and who will continue in his position as head coach of the Red and Blue's 11-man team, has earned the respect of his athletes.

A graduate of the University of Pittsburgh and Money (Pa.), Lauchle was on the 1964 and also served as coach of the Ivy match and set a school record of 11-1 in the existing varsity records.

The FAU was on the United States Olympic wrestling team of 1960 and 1964. He was an assistant coach of the 1964 USA Olympic wrestling team in London.

Lauchle replaced the department into the recreation area medical at Pennsylvania Hospital. As director of Physical Training, he was director of Physical at Pennsylvania Hospital.

“Lauchle is a man of high character and a man of integrity. He has been a great asset to our program and we are sorry to see him leave,” said Shulman.
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